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SPX Weekly Log Chart 

 
The uptrend remains intact on the weekly chart despite last weeks’ sell-off and sits at around the same level as the 
50% Fib retracement level of the move up from the October lows. 

 
In last weeks’ overview I pointed out that the index was trading above its upper Bollinger Band (shown in red) 

which has historically proved a good signal that a rally is becoming over-stretched. The candle from the previous 

week was also a small but bearish Hanging Man candle to follow the equally bearish Inverted Hammer of the 
previous week. These signals proved correct as the index sold off from the 2075 resistance to close at the weeks’ 

low to leave a large bearish Marabuzo candle. 
 

This would suggest more downside from current levels in the week to come but longer-term investors should be 
looking to buy such a pullback to the uptrend whilst it remains intact despite these bearish signals. Note however 

that a Monthly close below 1971.44 would leave a bearish engulfing candle on the very long-term monthly chart 

which would be a warning that a trend failure is imminent in that time frame. 
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SPX Daily Chart 

 
As with the weekly chart there have been numerous bearish signals over the last couple of weeks and the series of 

gaps up since the October lows had been troubling me. It is common for a breakaway gap to be followed by 

another, known as a continuation gap, and a third gap quite often turns out to be a bearish exhaustion gap. 
 

MACD had also crossed down and RSI was showing bearish Divergence having crossed down out of ‘overbought’ 
which, added to bearish Hanging Man candle on December 4th, all proved too much for the index as it rejected a 

move above 2075 and sold off sharply towards its uptrend and supports. 

 
Fridays’ candle was another bearish one as the index closed at session lows and there are no real bullish reversal 

signals as yet on this chart although it’s nearing a support area around 1985.5. Note that the 200 day Moving 
Average at 1946.23 is at around the same level as the 1953 support which ties in with the longer-term uptrend and 

Fib level that I mentioned in my comments on the weekly chart (above). This would therefore make a key 
support area and a level where one should be looking to be a buyer should it be tested. 
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S&P Future Daily Chart (ES1) 
 
For those that trade the future as oppose to the cash there is a similar story but with no gaps as the future trades 

24/7 during the week. Again MACD and RSI had already crossed down a couple of weeks ago and the very short-

term charts continued to look stretched.  
 

In last weeks’ overview I said that ‘I am still not a buyer at current levels as a result and would be looking for good 
short-entry signals as a pullback towards the uptrend seems increasingly likely.’ In my daily short-term futures notes 

I had been trading the sideways channel between 2054 and 2075.25 on the short side and that short-entry signal 

presented itself on the failure of 2048.25 which confirmed a bearish Double Top reversal pattern. 
 

I suggested adding to the short from 2075.25 on that failure and the initial target at 2014.5 was reached in Fridays’ 
session, with the future extending its fall to bring it in sight of a key support area at 1985.75. On a short-term 

view there’s still no reason to be long here but I will be looking to reverse to a long between 1985.75 
and the key 1950 level next week but will wait for bullish reversal signals on the short-term chart 

before doing so. 
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S&P Future 120 Min Chart 

 
The double top reversal pattern is clearer on this chart with the future rallying to test the neckline and 2048.25 

resistance before selling off sharply in a textbook move. 
 

Note the downtrend remains intact on this chart at around 2034 which, interestingly, is also the Marabuzo resistance 

level on the longer-term weekly chart left as a result of last weeks’ candle making this a good level to be selling any 
rally at the start of next week. 

 
Again there are no bullish reversal signals or candle patterns as yet on this short-term chart and therefore no real 

reason to be a buyer as yet although the 1985.75 support also applies on this chart and I will be looking for such 

signals should that be tested. 
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Russell 2000 (Cash) 

 

Weekly Chart 

 

A few weeks ago I pointed a key resistance area where the underside of the failed uptrend coincided with the 
September high of 1183.85. The index has failed to make a move above that area since, posting four bearish 

candles in the form of two Shooting Stars and two Hanging Man over the last five weeks.  
 

The only bullish signal on this chart is MACD crossing up and moving above its zero line but risk/reward remains to 

the downside as a result of the recent candles and my short at 1183.85 with a stop above the 1212.823 resistance 
that I recommended a few weeks ago still applies. 
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Russell 2000 Daily Chart 
 
In last weeks’ overview I said that ‘I am still unable to be other than bearish at these levels due to the price action 

over the last few weeks, with the rejection of a move above that resistance leaving a bearish Dark Cloud Cover 

pattern on 13th November. ‘ 
 

MACD has already crossed down and there is bearish RSI divergence adding conviction to the short idea and the 
gap lower that I had been looking out for appeared on December 1st. The rally its 200 day moving average and 

1151.98 support tested the resistances again last week but they held nicely with the index closing the week just 

above that key support. 
 

Note that 1151.98 is also the neckline of a potential double-top reversal pattern but this will only be confirmed on a 
failure of that level. Should that occur an acceleration of downward momentum would be expected but it would 

make a good level to make a print on the short from 1183.85 in the short-term. 
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EU50 (Future) 
 
Weekly Chart 

 
The rally following the failure of 3107 as a resistance took the future to a close just above a resistance area where 

the long-term downtrend coincided with the underside of its failed medium-term uptrend a couple of weeks ago. 

 
I said in last weeks’ summary that, should 3290 fail as a resistance, a test off 3327 seemed increasingly likely but 

the move turned out to be a bull trap with the future never testing the previous weeks’, reversing the move to close 
around the 3044 support.  

 
I had expected the 3107 area to offer more support as it was also a Marabuzo level from back in November. The 

level held all morning in Fridays’ session and was repeatedly tested but failed after the U.S. open as the market 

reacted to a story that Merkel was against sovereign QE. 
 

The weeks’ price action left a bearish Marabuzo candle which will offer resistance at 3158 to any attempt at a rally 
next week. 
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EU50 Future : Daily Log Chart 
 
In my daily short-term futures views I had been trading the sideways channel between 3214 and 3253 which was 

working nicely until I was eventually stopped out on the balance of my short on the strange rally (technically 

speaking) on 5th December. 
 

At the time I was at a loss to explain that move due to the numerous bearish signals as the future consolidated 
below its longer-term downtrend and had posted a bearish engulfing candle the previous day. These are usually 

pretty reliable indications of an impending trend change and I advised against reversing to a long on the break 

higher as a result of that candle. 
 

The future reversed the move the very next day to leave another bearish candle pattern (Dark Cloud Cover) and I 
shorted the failure of 3214 as a support in the next session as this confirmed a bearish top pattern. I suggested 

adding to this short on a failure of 3182 as this confirmed another bearish Double Top reversal on the short-term 
120 min chart which had a measured target at 3084. 

 

I suggested taking some profit on the way down at 3145 and 3107 as these were key support areas. The former 
coinciding with the 200 day moving average and the later also the Marabuzo support that I mentioned in my 

comments on the weekly chart (above). The future blew through these levels as the move lower gained momentum 
late in Fridays’ session, reaching the 3984 measured target, to close around the 3044 support.  

 

There remains no reason to be long here but I will be looking for bullish reversal signals should 2970 
be tested as this is where a cluster of supports coincide. 
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DAX Monthly Chart (Cash) 
 
Just a quick comment that the index remains in an uptrend but that trend is quite a way lower that current levels at 

around 8450. 

 
Note however the bearish signals from RSI and MACD and the resulting price action the last time that these 

occurred at the same time back in 2007 (Circled in red) is only too clear to see. 
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DAX Future Weekly Log Chart 

 
The rally had takedn the future to a new closing high on both the daily and weekly charts and, with no reversal 

signals as yet I said in last week’s overview that there was no real reason to be short based solely on that chart. 

 
The short-term charts however displayed a bearish reversal pattern in the first trading day of last week which shows 

why I use a combination of short and long-term charts in my analysis. Looking at this weekly chart before last 
weeks’ sell-off the world seemed a rosy place with new all time closing highs being made and bullish signals from 

the oscillators with MACD crossing up and above its zero line.  

 
The 120 min chart had also been showing bearish divergence with RSI having come down out of ‘overbought’  at 

the end of October at around the same time that MACD crossed down and, in my daily futures note, I suggested a 
short on the failue of the 9836.5 level which comfirmed a bearish top pattern on that chart. 

 
Last weeks’ sell-off left a Bearish Engulfing candle on this weekly chart which suggests that the recent rally has run 

its course and will offer resistance to any move higher at 9819. With this level coinciding with a key resistance at 

9802.5 upside will be limited whilst they remain intact and rallies to that area should be sold as a result. 
 

To the downside there is another Marabuzo level offering support at 9447 but the next big level on this chart is 
quite a way lower than current levels at 8983.5. 
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DAX Future Daily Log Chart 
 
As with the Eurostoxx future I was somewhat miffed at being stopped out for a small loss on my short at 10034 on 

the pop higher on 5th december, especially following the bearish engulfing candle of the previous day. Still a stop is 
a stop and they are there for a reason I suppose!  

 

The break above that key 10034 level turned out to be a bull trap and, as I mentioned in my comments above 
regarding the weekly chart, was reversed in the first session of last week as it posted a bearish Dark Cloud Cover 

candle pattern, in the first session of last week.  
 

Even after that pattern there were not enough concirming signals to warrant a short and there was a key support 

and uptrend less that 2% away at 9802.5. Any short against the prevailing trend would have broken my first rule of 
trading in the same direction as the prevailing trend and, as a result, I was forced to remain flat until a top pattern 

was confirmed on the failure of 9836.5 on the 120 min chart. 
 

I closed the short a little too early at the 9616 Marabuzo level partly as it was a Friday! But, more importantly, there 
is a key support just below at 9504.5 which coincides with the 200 day Moving Average. Also the 38.2% Fib 

retracement level of the move higher from the October lows is just below that support. 

 
Fridays’ price action was bearish with the future closing at session lows and there is no reason to be long here as a 

result. However with that key support area now just below current levels I would suggest seeing what happens 
when that is tested. A failure of that level would suggst an extended pullback towards the next key support area at 

8990 which coincides with the 8983.5 support mentioned on the weekly chart comments above. 
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FTSE Future Weekly Log Chart 
 
Closed below key support (now resistance) of 6346.5 last week with the next support of note down at 6077. 

 
Note that the weeks’ price action left a bearish Marabuzo candle which will offer resistance to any rally next week at 

6475. MACD remains below its zero line which is a sign of a downtrend with no bullish divergence from RSI to 
suggest a move higher at the present. 
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FTSE Daily Log Chart (Future) 
 
The uptrend failed a few weeks ago and the future had been trading in a sideways channel between support at 
6669.5 (also the 200 day MA) and resistance at 6760.7 

 

I had been trading that channel from the short side which was working nicely as any rally to 6760.7 woke up the 
sellers who pushed it back to the lower end of the channel once again. MACD and RSI have been bearish since the 

end of November and, in my note on 8th December, I suggested adding to shorts on a failure of the 6638.5 support 
(120 min chart) as this confirmed a bearish top pattern. 

 
The trade worked nicely and reached the 6346.5 support in Fridays’ session where I had suggested taking profit. 

This support failed late in the session and, with future closing at session lows, there is no reason to be long here as 

a test of 6095 is now likely and I closed my short too early although 5% in few days doesn’t seem too bad a trade. 
 

The very short-term charts posted a bullish Hammer candle late in Fridays’ session but that is not enough to warrant 
a long here with any conviction and I would instead suggest remaining short and watching the price action closely 

should 6095 be tested or for more bullish reversal signals on the short-term charts. 
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FX and Commodities : One-liners 

 
Crude (CL1) 

 

I have been bearish of crude since the failure of a key support at 91.26 back at the start of October which 
confirmed a large top pattern on this daily chart. 

 
The failure of that level was the trigger for the acceleration in downward momentum with the recent move to new 

lows being the result of another break below a bearish continuation pattern on 22nd October. The confirmation of 

this pattern allowed for my measured target of 68.5 which was reached on the sharp move lower following the 
OPEC meeting on 28th November. 

 
In last weeks’ overview I suggested taking some profit on shorts at the 64.24 support as there was also a longer-

term uptrend just below that level. I said at the time that ‘there are however no real bullish reversal signals as yet 

which I would have expected by now if the support was going to hold in the medium-term.’, and suggested adding 
to shorts once again should that level fail.  

 
The move lower gathered momentum as the 64.24 level failed and, with no bullish reversal signals as yet in any 

time frame, a test of the next support at 55.67 is the most likely scenario from here and there remains no reason to 
be other than short here. I will however be watching the short-term charts for such signals over the next week. 

 

Daily Log Chart 
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CL1 Weekly Log Chart 

 
The weekly chart gives a clearer view of the key supports but also remains bearish with no bullish reversal signals as 

yet. 
 

As I mentioned in my comments regarding the daily chart above the move below 64.24 leaves room for a test of 

55.18 and, should that fail, the next real support is some way below current levels at 49.9. 
 

Again there is no reason to be long here based on this chart. 
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Gold 

 
Gold remains in a medium-term downtrend which sits at around the same level as the 1226.5 resistance on the daily 

chart and this trend held as expected when tested last week. 
  

There are however some bullish signals starting to creep into both this and the longer-term weekly chart which is 

rallying following the bullish hammer candles as it rejected a move below the key 1180.5 support. MACD has also 
moved above zero on the daily chart (Below) but for the time being the trend remains lower with the 144 day 

moving average, which has been a reliable indicator of trend for a number of years, providing additional resistance 
just above. 

 

Only a clean break above 1226.5 and the downtrend would change my bearish opinion but I will be watching the 
short-term charts carefully for such a break following the ever increasingly bullish signals. 
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Currencies 
 
EURUSD 

 
The chart has remained bearish since the failure of the 1.3487 level on the way down back in July which confirmed 
a bearish top pattern, the old uptrend having already failed a few sessions before. 

 
The rally off the 1.2331 level last week has however taken the pair just above its short-term downtrend and the 
weeks price action also left a bullish Piercing Pattern on the longer-term weekly chart. RSI is also coming up out of 

‘oversold’ on that chart which would suggest that this small rally may have some legs. 
 

I would therefore suggest taking some profit on the short but there are not really enough confirming signals to 

warrant a long here with any conviction and upside will be limited in the short-term by the resistances at 1.2602 and 
1.2661. A failure of the later would confirm a bearish short-term reversal pattern and suggest a rally towards the 

longer-term downtrend and resistance around 1.2804. 
 

Such a rally is for selling in the medium-term but a long above 1.2661 with a target at 1.2804 would 

make sense for those with a very short-term time horizon. 
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 GBPUSD 
 
Once again the downtrend remains intact at around the same level as the 1.5752 resistance BUT there are some 

bullish reversal signals here as well on both the daily and weekly charts. 

 
The later has posted a couple of inverted hammer candles over the last three weeks and last weeks’ candle was a 

bullish engulfing which are usually pretty reliable warning signals of an impending change in trend. 
 

Weekly Log Chart 
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In last weeks’ overview I suggested remaining short with the trend and expected further downside should 1.5608 

fail as a support but this support held with the pair rallying back to the downtrend and resistance. 
 

I would suggest taking some profits on shorts as a result of last weeks’ bullish engulfing candle on the weekly chart 
and a break above 1.5824 would confirm a bullish reversal pattern on the daily chart (below). There is however a 

big resistance level just above there at 1.5894 which would have to fail before any meaningful rally and I would 

suggest using a failure of that level as a short-term long trigger. 
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AUSUSD 
 
Remains in a downtrend closing at a new recent low last week and my bearish view of last week remains 

unchanged. 

 
I have been short since the failure of the 0.92 level, which confirmed a bearish top pattern, and the move lower 

gathered pace as the pair broke below the lower end of a bearish continuation pattern on November 3rd. The 
candles over the last few sessions have been a series of Spinning Tops which show some indecision around current 

levels but the downtrend remains intact and my target of 0.8073 remains valid. 

 
However there are some short-term bullish signals on the 120 min chart which I point out below. 

 

Daily Log Chart 
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AUSUSD 120 Min Log Chart 

 
 

As a caveat to my bearish view above there is a potential bullish double bottom pattern forming on the short-term 
chart. 

 

This will however only be confirmed on a break above the neckline at 0.8372 and such a failure would suggest a 
short-term pop higher towards the longer-term downtrend and resistance at 0.8541 which is also a level on the daily 

chart above. 
 

Those with a very short-term view should uses such a break as a long trigger but look to sell the rally to that 

resistance. It would also make a good stop level for those that are short on a longer-term view but again selling the 
rally to the downtrend would be in order whilst it remains intact. 
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USDJPY 
 
My long-term target, from my 2014 trades of the year note sent last December, at 123.25 remains intact but there 

are some short term $ bearish signals creeping in  here with the weekly chart posting a Dark Cloud Cover candle 

pattern last week. 
 

The uptrend remains intact at around the same level as the 117.254 support but a failure of that support would also 
confirm a $ bearish top pattern which would suggest a drift back towards the 110.61 support. Such a move lower 

should be bought on a longer-term view but a close below 117.24 would make a good stop for short-

term players that are long $. 
 

I would be very surprised to see a move below 110.61 in the medium-term and would be a high 
conviction buyer at that level in that time-frame as it is the breakout level and the uptrend remains 

very much intact just below. 
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N225  
 
Another one of my recommendations from the ‘Trades for 2014’ note is a long in the N225 with a measured target 
at 21,200 which is also working well. 

 
The measured target still applies today but, in previous note, I said to expect some resistance on the way up at 

18,300. The recent rally came within 1.5% of that level last week but reversed to leave a bearish engulfing candle 

on this weekly chart. 
 

As with JPY this suggest a drift back towards the 16320 support and taking some short-term profit on longs would 
be sensible as a result of this candle. 
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Recommended Reading 

 
For a better understanding of the candle patterns in the above charts I would recommend a book written by a good 

friend of mine and award winning technical analyst Clive Lambert. 
 
http://www.amazon.co.uk/CANDLESTICK-INTRODUCTION-Lambert-Jan-2009-

Paperback/dp/B00KLO7O2C/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1415553028&sr=8-4&keywords=clive+candlestic 
 

 

For an in depth study of technical analysis this book by John j. Murphy is widely recognized in TA circles as the 
bible. 

 
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Technical-Analysis-Financial-Markets-

Comprehensive/dp/0735200653/ref=sr_1_sc_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1415553189&sr=8-1-
spell&keywords=tedchnical+analysis+of+the+financial+markets 

 

For more information on point and figure charts the Jeremy du Plessis book below gives an in depth tutorial. 
 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Definitive-Guide-Point-Figure-
Comprehensive/dp/0857192450/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1415553347&sr=8-

1&keywords=point+and+figure+charting 

 
 

 
http://www.louiscapital.com/pdf/Disclosures.pdf 

 
 
Note that these are general comments about markets and the time frames may not 

always match your investment criteria. As always position sizing is more 
important than the ideas and levels. 
 
The sectors and stocks mentioned are generally those that my active clients care 
about but I am happy to add more on request. 
 
I always encourage clients to ask for chart views and asset allocation ideas that have 
been written specifically for them and their individual time frames and risk 
tolerances. 
 
If you would like to play any of these ideas through derivatives our options desk will 
be happy to suggest strategies. 
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Important US Regulatory Disclosures 

 

This report is for informational purposes only, and the information herein is obtained from sources that we believe to 

be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness, and that of the opinions based thereon, are not guaranteed. Past 

performance is no guarantee of future results.  The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all 

jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Further, this report is not intended as an offer or solicitation to buy 

or sell any securities or related instruments.  Opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice 

 
 Louis Capital Markets, LP does not make markets in any of equities mentioned. 
 Louis Capital Markets, LP and / or its officers or partners, research analyst nor the associate has ownership 

in any of the equities mentioned. 
 Louis Capital Markets, LP nor its affiliates has managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for any 

of the companies mentioned. 
 Louis Capital Markets, LP nor its affiliates has not receive, or intends to seek, compensation from the 

company for investment banking, underwriting or financial advisory services. 

 

Analyst Certification 

 

The research analyst who is primarily responsible for the research contained in this research report and whose 

name is listed first on this report: attests that all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect that 

research analyst's personal views about any and all of the securities and issuers that are the subject of this research 

report; and attests that no part of that research analyst's compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, 

related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analyst in this research report. All 

graphs have been taken from authorised data providers (such as Bloomberg) and although Louis Capital Markets 

UK LLP takes all reasonable care to ensure that the information is accurate and complete, no warranty or 

representation or undertaking is given that this data is free from inaccuracies or omission. Unless otherwise stated 
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